About the Contributors

**Io Nicola Oncioiu** holds a Ph.D. in Economy and Accounting. Her research interests include the development of SMEs innovation, project management, accounting information systems, asset management, and e-commerce marketing. She has more than 10 years of experience in this area and has published 10 text books and more than 70 papers in scholarly peer reviewed international journals. She also authored eight books.

***

**Jukka Aaltonen**’s academic and working career so far includes mostly European wide and national academic project work and research of multidisciplinary nature in University of Technology Helsinki and University of Lapland in such fields as information technology, network management, cognitive sciences, philosophy of mind and also performing arts (theatre). The graduate studies will shortly be finalized as a Master of Science degree in information technology (knowledge engineering) and the thesis will be concentrating in the issues of conceptual modeling and information integration in organizational networks research. The current work and future post-graduate studies, academic research and teaching concentrates on the cross-disciplinary conceptual analysis and information modeling supporting the operations and management of knowledge intensive IT-enabled business and public networks. Specifically Aaltonen is interested in the fundamental nature of information and knowledge at the philosophically grounded metatheoretical level in the context of the semantization of information intensive web based environments.

**Pekka Abrahamsson** is on-leave from the full professorship of Computer Science at University of Helsinki. He is currently serving as a full professor in Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. He recently held a visiting professor position in the department of electrical engineering in University of Cagliari, Sardinia. His research interests are centred on lean and agile software development, empirical software engineering and cloud computing. Currently he is the academic coordinator of the Cloud Software research program, which is a 60+MEUR multi-year strategic project aiming to transform organizations and services with the cloud paradigm. In 2007 he was awarded a Nokia Foundation Award for his achievements as a software researcher. He is an active member of the scientific community. He has authored more than 80 scientific publications, serves in the advisory board of IEEE Software and he has organized more than 15 international software conferences. He is a member of the ISERN, ACM and IEEE.
Sheikh Taher Abu is a PhD candidate at Graduate School of Applied Informatics, University of Hyogo, Japan. He has many contributions in telecommunications research, especially in the field of cellular technology adoptions, services and service architectures from the user point of view. He has published papers in peer review journals, discussion papers, and conference proceedings.

Ayodeji Akinlolu Agboola is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Management and Accounting, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. He obtained a B.Sc. (Hons) in Political Science in 1984, Masters in Business Administration (MBA) in 1988, Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Science in 1991, M.Phil in Business Administration in 2001 and PhD in Business Administration in 2006. His research focus covers Management Information Systems, business Administration, Financial Management and General Management. He has published 25 Articles and 2 Books most of which are on the application of Information and Telecommunication Technology (ICT) in business organizations. He has 18 years of teaching and research experience in the university system.

Vincent Didiek Wiet Aryanto obtained his Ph.D (Commerce) in International Business Management from The Catholic University of the Philippines Santo Tomas in 1998. He was a recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship in 2002 allowing him to complete his postdoctoral studies at Marquette University, Milwaukee Wisconsin USA. He is currently a full-time professor at Soegijapranata Catholic University in the Faculty of Economics and Business Management, at both a graduate and undergraduate level, specializing in e-commerce marketing, international marketing and international management. Professor Aryanto’s research interests concern e-marketing and international marketing management and he is a published author of the Journal of Business Administration Online, International Journal of Internet, e-Commerce and Management and the International Journal of Accountancy and Management Research. Professor Aryanto is an experienced research fellow and has presented at many international seminars including in The Netherlands, ISS The Hague, The University of New Castle Upon Tyne United Kingdom, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Providence University Taiwan, and Assumption University Thailand.

Ghazaleh Taheri Attar is a PhD Candidate of public administration in Allameh Tabatabaei University, Iran. She is the writer of more than 30 articles. Her areas of research interests include: Nation building, Public policy and administration, ICT and social systems, Future study, Interdisciplinary Study, and Organization theory.

Agnes Advensia Chrismastuti is a lecturer at Department of Accountancy Soegijapranata University. She graduated her B.S at The Gadjah Mada University and her M.S in System Information from University of Indonesia. She is lecturer of accounting and management information systems and information system auditing. Her research interest are in e-commerce and behavioral in information system, e.g., acceptance of information system and dysfunctional behavior in information systems. She is now a Ph.D candidate from Diponegoro State University Indonesia.

Avimanyu Datta is an Assistant Professor in the College of Business, Illinois State University. He received his PhD in Business Administration from Washington State University in 2011. His interest revolves around strategic management and commercialization of technology & innovation, and entrepreneurship. He has presented his work in Academy of Management (AOM), Americas Conference of Information Systems (AMCIS), Atlanta Competitive Advantage Conference (ACAC), Strategic Manage-
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Päivi Eriksson is Professor of Management and Head of the Innovation Management theme area at the University of Eastern Finland. She is an expert in management, marketing and qualitative research methodologies, with interests in innovation, small business and gender studies. She has published her research in books and journals such as European Journal of Marketing; Journal of International Selling and Sales Management; Scandinavian Journal of Management; Consumption Markets and Culture; International Journal of Business Excellence, Management Online Review and Journal of Commercial Biotechnology. Her recent book on Qualitative Methods in Business Research (co-authored with Anne Kovalainen) published by Sage covers the main qualitative approaches used in business research.

Elina Henttonen is a researcher in the unit of Organization and Management, Aalto University School of Economics, Finland. Her research interests include gender, organizations and management, gender and small business, and gender and technology. She has published her work in refereed journals and scientific books, and teaches courses on gender and organizations, and qualitative methods. Her doctoral thesis was an ethnographic study of women’s small ICT businesses in Finland.

Alain Herscovici is a PhD in Panthéon_Sorbonne and Amiens University, Professor and Coordinator of the Master’s Degree in Economics at the Federal University of Espírito Santo (UFES), Brazil, and researcher at the National Council of Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq), Brazil. (herscovicieconomics.weebly.com)

Marko Ikonen is a researcher at the Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki. He is currently working in the Scalable High Performing Software Design Teams (SCABO) project which explores means, metrics, mechanisms, and guidance for building scalable high-performing software design teams. Ikonen’s particular area of interest is the elimination of waste (in terms of lean software development) in software engineering projects. This area contains huge potential for saving project costs and time, and it adds true value for project customers. Ikonen applies his knowledge of leadership, management, organizational behavior, software engineering, and lean software development. In addition to software engineering, his education includes management sciences from the University of Helsinki and from the Helsinki School of Economics (HSE). During 2010 Ikonen has published several scientific papers related to optimizing the process of software development.

Tytty Kurtti is graduated Master of Administrative sciences at the University of Lapland 2005 and is postgraduate student in administrative sciences. Her special interests consist of combination of information technology and knowledge management. The thesis will contain such themes as actor network, information use and collaboration. The research context is organizational and research approach
is human-centered. Kurtti has been working at the University of Lapland since graduation as assistant, researcher and project coordinator. At present she is working at the University of Lapland in faculty of social sciences as a departmental coordinator. Her forthcoming work will be in the project which theme is focusing information use in planning and decision making in the network context.

Samppa Määttä is graduated Master of Administrative Sciences at the University of Lapland 2009. His thesis was concerning tacit knowledge transferring in mentoring processes. The major interest in Määttä’s work focused to new expedients finding for knowledge up-writing and storing in organization. Määttä worked in the University of Lapland as a project researcher in the Service Process Management in Travel Business Networks project. His assignment in the project was research of tacit knowledge in knowledge-intensive companies. The result of this work was that tacit knowledge is impossible to save, but the implicit knowledge should have more attention instead of tacit knowledge. Määttä continues in his scientific research with this composition of knowledge.

Susan Meriläinen, Ph.D., is Professor of Management at the University of Lapland and Docent (adjunct professor) at the Lappeenranta University of Technology. Her research work focuses on gendering practices of organizations. Meriläinen has published in leading journals in the field of Organization and Management, such as Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences; Journal of Management Inquiry; Organization; Scandinavian Journal of Management. She has also co-authored books and several book chapters in English.

Ali Asghar Pourezzat is an Associate Professor in Public Administration at the University of Tehran. He holds a PhD in public policy making from Tarbiat Modares University (TMU), Iran. He is the writer of more then 100 articles and is the author of three books: Truth oriented government, in the light of Imam Ali’s Nahjollbalagha; Fundamentals of public administration and governance knowledge, and Era-based strategic management. His areas of research interests include: Social Justice and Political Philosophy, Methodology and philosophy of Science, Future Study, Interdisciplinary Study, and Organization theory.

Magdalena Radulescu is a Ph.D. in Economics and Associate Professor at the Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Pitesti, Romania. She has authored more than 130 research papers for various national and international journals of repute and presented papers in many national and international conferences. She is active editorial member/assistant editor of many journals. She is a former editor of Scientific Bulletin –Economic Series of the Faculty of Economic Studies, University of Pitesti. Her area of interests covers Financial Macroeconomics, Financial Markets, and Banking Systems.

Sari Riipi started studying applied psychology at the University of Lapland in the autumn 2005. Her candidate thesis related to decision making in recruitment process and she also analyzed different types of information used in decision making. The subject of her master’s graduate thesis is experiences of the person who is recruiting about preconceiving criteria of recruitment. She worked as a research assistant trainee in Service Process Management in Travel Business Networks project in summer 2009. In the future she is interested in researching e.g. how managers are using tacit knowledge and intuition in problem solving and decision making.
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**Sumarie Roodt** completed her BCom: Informatics at the University of Pretoria before working in financial services for 6 years. During her time in the banking sector she performed a number of roles, including being a project manager, a strategic alliances portfolio manager and then a strategy consultant. Sumarie decided to pursue her MBA full-time at the University of Cape Town’s Graduate School of Business and was then selected to attend the University of Chicago’s Graduate School of Business for a semester in order to specialize in Entrepreneurial Finance for High-Technology Ventures. Sumarie is now a full-time lecturer at the University of Pretoria and is currently busy with her PhD in Informatics which involves using social computing for computer-supported collaborative learning.

**Rauno Rusko** is a lecturer of management and organizations at the University of Lapland. His works have been published in the *Forest Policy and Economics*, *the International Journal of Innovation in the Digital Economics*, *the International Journal of Business Environment*, *the International Journal of Tourism Research*, *Industrial Marketing Management* (forthcoming) and others. His research interests include industrial organization, themes of the new economy, business environment and cooperation perspectives of management, especially coopetition, strategic alliances and supply chain management. He is one of the Associate Editors of *IJIDE*.

**Edwin Saidi** holds a BSc in Computer Science and a Certificate in Management from Chancellor College, University of Malawi and an MSc in Business Information Systems from Royal Holloway, University of London. Currently working as ICT Manager for the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) in Malawi, Edwin is a Chartered IT Professional (CITP), a Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), a Professional Member of the British Computer Society (BCS, the Chartered Institute for IT) and a member of the ICT Association of Malawi (ICTAM). His areas of interest are technology management, the application of internet technologies, electronic commerce, and mobile commerce and other payment methodologies in government, public and private institutions. Views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not reflect the opinion of the FIU.

**M. B. M. Sekhwela** has completed B.Sc. in Biology and Chemistry (Double Major) University of Botswana in 1985, and M.Sc. Ecology, University College of North Wales (UCNW), Bangor, United Kingdom in 1987. Later proceeded for PhD in Botany (plant ecology) in 1994, and completed in 2000 at the University of Queensland, Australia. He published widely on natural resources and environmental management issues, contributing to Government development efforts on sustainable resource development and conservation through sound use and management. The mainly applied research was carried out at the University of Botswana from 1985 to 2004, first with the National Institute of Development Research and Documentation (NIR), then the Harry Oppenheimer Okavango Research Centre (HOORC) from 2001 to 2004. Since 2004, the research focus included issues of research quality development and management in line with the research management responsibilities of the Office of Research and Development.

**Luminita Serbanescu** is a Ph.D. in Economics Informatics and Associate Professor at the Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Pitesti, Romania. She has authored more than 100 research papers for various national and international journals of repute and presented papers in many national and international conferences. Her area of interests covers Economic Informatics, Economic Data Base.
Sayed Mahdi Sharifmousavi is a researcher in Public Administration and Industrial engineering areas. He holds Master of Science in Industrial Engineering from Tarbiat-Modares University. His areas of research interests include: Strategic planning, Project Management, Behavioral and cognitive models in risk management, Optimization.

Sheikh Taher Abu is a PhD candidate at Graduate School of Applied Informatics, University of Hyogo, Japan. He has many contributions in telecommunications research, especially in the field of cellular technology adoptions, services and service architectures from the user point of view. He has published papers in peer review journals, discussion papers, and conference proceedings.

Masatsugu Tsuji, Professor of Economics, Graduate School of Applied Informatics, University of Hyogo, and Professor Emeritus of Osaka University. Major areas of specialty include, Economics of Information and Telecommunications. Current research focuses on economic evaluation of Telemedicine, distance education and policies on telecommunications. Publications include *From Agglomeration to Innovation: Upgrading Industrial Clusters in Emerging Economies* (ed. with A. Kuchiki), Palgrave Macmillan 2009, *Industrial Agglomeration and New Technology* (ed. with E. Giovannetti and M. Kagami), Edward Elgar 2007, *The Internet Revolution: A Global Perspective*, (ed. with E. Giovannetti and M. Kagami), Cambridge University Press, 2003. He was honored by the Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications for his contributions to Japanese telecommunications policy in 2007, and he was received Thammasat University Award from Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand in June 2009. His papers received the Best Paper Award from IEEE ICMIT2010 in June 2010, from Japanese Telemedicine and Telecare Association in 2008 and 2009 and from Japanese Association of Medical Informatics in 2007. Received B.A. in Economics from Kyoto University; M.A. in Economics from Osaka University; and Ph.D. in Economics from Stanford University. He also served as visiting professor of Carnegie Mellon University, USA and National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan, Board of Director, International Telecommunications Society (ITS) and Board member, CRPsouth.

Annamari Turunen is educated doctor of laws and she is momentarily working at the University of Lapland at the Department of Research Methodology. She has graduated master of laws in May 2000 and the subject of her master thesis was found from contract law. Her doctoral dissertation, discussing on intellectual property rights, was completed in December 2005. The perspective of the dissertation was a combination of information law and property law and the aim was to question the plausibility of the system of intellectual property rights. Former posts of Turunen have been at the Faculty of Law at the University of Lapland as an assistant of legal informatics and as a researcher in two different research projects funded by the Academy of Finland. Practical experience Turunen has achieved by completing training on the bench in 2007 in the District Court of Mikkeli, Finland. Turunen’s research has mainly been concentrating on finding new ways of seeing traditional legal areas, basically on property law and intellectual property rights.

Roberto Viola holds a BCom: Informatics degree and an Honours degree in the same discipline from the University of Pretoria, South Africa. His focus with regard to the latter concentrated on web-based technologies and systems. In 2005 Roberto co-founded the internet media company ‘Qui Media’. Currently the Managing Director of the company, he has been instrumental in the growth and development of the business and its related portfolios.
Vanita Yadav researches and teaches in the area of Strategic Management at the Institute of Rural Management Anand (IRMA), India. She holds a Doctorate in Management from MDI, Gurgaon, India. She has more than 6 years of work experience in research, academia and industry. Vanita has published and presented 19 research papers in refereed International Journals, Conferences and Books. She has published a case study at Harvard Business School publications. Her case study was ranked as the ‘Most Popular Case’ on outsourcing by Asia Case Research Centre (ACRC), Hong Kong and is taught in various Business Schools across the globe. She has also worked on funded research projects by the European Union (supported by NASSCOM) and institutional seed funded projects. Her research won the ‘Best Paper Award’ at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore (Dec 2007). Her research interests are in the areas of Innovation & Technology Strategy, Outsourcing, and Corporate Governance & Responsibility.